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This month's projects features the Tap Tap Tap Stamp Set.  I love the collage style so this set is perfect for me! 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Instructions 
 

1. Stamp typewriter image in black ink on Very Vanilla (3 ½” x 3 ½”). 
2. Stamp ink splatter image from Gorgeous Grunge in Real Red ink on top of typewriter (you may have to 

stamp off once to get a lighter impression). 
3. Stamp the line of alphabet letters in black along the inside of card.  Repeat along the piece of 7/8” Cotton 

Ribbon (you will need approximately 8 ½”). 
4. Stamp sentiment of your choice on the Essential Wooden Element. 
5. Paper-pierce around the outside of the stamp Very Vanilla piece if you wish.  Glue to Typeset DSP piece 

(4” x 4”) and glue to inside of card.  Glue Wooden Element to the stamped piece. 
6. Stamp Note image on scrap of Very Vanilla piece and cut out with matching Banner Framelit.  Cut the 

next largest banner out of the Basic Black scrap and glue the stamped banner to it.  Stamp the dauber in 
Real Red ink and stamp in the middle of the “note banner”.  Stamp Hi in black in the center of the dauber 
image. 

Supplies 
 
Stamps: 
134249 Tap Tap Tap wood mount 
134252 Tap Tap Tap clear mount 
130514 Gorgeous Grunge wood mount 
130517 Gorgeous Grunge clear mount  
 
Paper:  
121045 Basic Black (scrap) 
101650 Very Vanilla (3 ½” x 3 ½”) 
(scrap) 
133704 Typeset DSP (3 ¾” x 3 ¾”) (1 ½” 
x 8 ½”) 
 
Ink: 
126949 Real Red 
132708 Memento Pad 
 
Other: 
136662 Gift Care Enclosure Pack 
133764 Clothespins 
132258 Essential Wooden Elements 
127844 7/8” Cotton Ribbon 
104199 Linen Thread 
126187 Essentials 
126189 Paper-Piercing Tool 
126199 Stampin’ Pierce Mat 
132173 Banners Framelits 
133773 Sponge Daubers 



7. Close card and wrap the Typeset DSP around the outside of the card and glue to create a band (don’t 
make it too tight as you’ll want to be able to easily slip it on and off). 

8. Wrap the stamped 7/8” Cotton Ribbon around the middle of the bank and glue in place. 
9. Wrap some Linen Thread around the band and tie in loose knot. 
10. Use clothespin to attach banner to the band. 
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